
(209) 588-9601 

FAX (209) 532-6028 
P.O. Box 281 • Standard, CA 95373 

BROADBAND SERVICE 

Old Fellows Sierra Park Home Owners & Recreation Association 
P.O. Box 116 
Long Bam, California 95335 

Attn. Gloria Harvey 

Gloria, 

Thank: you for the clarification of the two identities within the park. I am forwarding this 
communication to you to sum up what we discussed on the phone today. 

Sierra Nevada Communications is continuing to move forward with our plans to provide 
fiber optic delivery of broadband and additional TV programming deployment in Long 
Bam and Sierra Park. Unfortunately a definite time line is hard to predict because ofthe 
number of agencies involved. Once all outside agencies provide their permits to us again. 
SNC will provide detailed plans as requested, along with a survey of current underground 
facilities. SNC has no plans to disturb any roadways. The only digging inside of Sierra 
Park will be on David between the pedestal and the telephone pole, approximately twenty 
feet. All work will be done to Tuolumne County construction codes. 

Gloria you mentioned that the Recreation Association was started in 1986, would it be 
possible to provide the document with the property boundary description so we may 
forward it to our surveyor. This may allow them to incorporate parts of this document 
into the survey. This might help to avoid confusion in the future. 

Speaking before the Board of Supervisors is only about our company's contribution to 
Broadband deployment. It has no effect on this project. 

Someone from Sierra Park went to the county administrator's office and told them we 
had a lawsuit against us. Again, I really don't care who or why. For clarification to date, 
we do not have any lawsuits past, present, or pending. My conversation with individuals 
was simply to explain the complexity and possible complications we had to look into. 
Just to make sure we are not involved in a suit filed against PG&E. 

Again we have a lot of work ahead of us and it will take time. 

Tim Holden 
September 29, 2010 
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